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5IF� /FX� 4PVUI�8BMFT� FMFDUJPO� JT� XFFLT� BXBZ�
BOE� QSJWBUJTBUJPO� JT� B� LFZ� JTTVF� PG� DPODFSO� GPS�
voters. Liberal opposition leader Barry O’Farrell, 
UIF�MJLFMZ�OFYU�QSFNJFS�MFBET�B�UFBN�UIBU�PQFOMZ�
UBMLT� BCPVU� SFTUSVDUVSJOH� UIF� XBZT� JO� XIJDI�
public assets could be sold.

*U�T� QPTTJCMF� UIBU� 0�'BSSFMM� XJMM� MPPL� UP�8FTUFSO�
Australia for inspiration. But the Liberal 
government of Colin Barnett is facing public 
PQQPTJUJPO� UP� JODSFBTJOHMZ�XPSLJOH�XJUI�#SJUJTI�
NVMUJOBUJPOBM�4FSDP�JO�JUT�QMBOT�UP�PVUTPVSDF�LFZ�
public services.

United Voice union is leading a campaign to !ght 
the government’s expected $3 billon contract 
with Serco to privatise Fiona Stanley Hospital. 
Public protests in Perth are on the increase and 
VOJPO� MFBEFST� UFMM� $SJLFZ� UIBU� UIF� TFMM�Pò�NPWF�
has happened without any public consultation.

)PTQJUBM� TVQQPSU�XPSLFST�BSF� JOUSPEVDJOH�XPSL�
bans and refusing to remove linen or rubbish, 
all without a"ecting patient care. The WA 
Industrial Relations Commission has ordered the 
union to stop the bans.

Further insecurity among sta" occurred late 
MBTU� ZFBS� XIFO� 4FSDP� BDLOPXMFEHFE� JU� NJHIU�
introduce robots to replace humans at Fiona 
Stanley Hospital. And  Perth’s Sunday Times 
obtained a document that showed Serco was 
MJLFMZ�UP�HBJO�BDDFTT�UP�NFEJDBM�SFDPSET�

It’s not dissimilar to recent reports that the 
MFBEJOH�"NFSJDBO�BSNT�NBOVGBDUVSFS�-PDLIFFE�
Martin will be recording and processing census 
information this year in Britain, Scotland, 
Northern Ireland and Wales.  As one activist 
XSPUF�� i)BWJOH� DPNQBOJFT� MJLF� UIJT� EFBM�

XJUI� QVCMJD� DFOTVT� EBUB� JT� SBUIFS� MJLF� IBWJOH�
Monsanto carry out your gardening.”

.BOZ� 8FTU� "VTUSBMJBOT� UPME� NF� MBTU� XFFL� JO�
Perth they worried about Serco gaining access 
to intimate, personal details and wondered why 
UIF� #BSOFUU� HPWFSONFOU� XBT� TP� LFFO� UP� BMMPX�
them to do it. Liberal politician Troy Buswell 
has praised Serco in parliament as a model 
corporation and reportedly meets regularly with 
Serco representatives in the state.

The truth remains that Serco is a deeply troubled 
company. A 2006 British investigation found 
that Serco was part of a consortium that had 
NJMLFE�UBYQBZFST�PG�UFOT�PG�NJMMJPOT�PG�EPMMBST�JO�
UIF�SVOOJOH�PG�IPTQJUBMT�JO�/PSGPML�BOE�/PSXJDI�

Western Australia’s Community and Public 
4FDUPS� 6OJPO� TFDSFUBSZ� 5POJ� 8BMLJOHUPO�
UFMMT� $SJLFZ� UIBU� CPUI� &TTFOUJBM� .FEJB�
Communications and her own union have 
conducted opinion polling this year and found 
PWFSXIFMNJOH� QVCMJD� CBDLJOH� UP� LFFQ� QVCMJD�
services (prisons, child protection, etc) in public 
hands.

“The main driver for privatisation is the 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry WA,” she 
said. “The organisation repeatedly calls for more 
contracting of the private sector to deliver public 
services. Premier Colin Barnett is a former CEO 
of the CCIWA.”

8BMLJOHUPO� BSHVFT� UIBU� B� XFBMUI� PG� SFTFBSDI�
CBDLT� UIF� DMBJN� UIFSF� JT� B� SFEVDFE� TUBOEBSE�PG�
services when privatised, as well as the pro!t 
motive superseding fair treatment of clients.

5BLF�UIF�öSN�T�SVOOJOH�PG�UIF�DPVOUSZ�T�EFUFOUJPO�
DFOUSFT��"DUJWJTUT�JO�1FSUI�MBTU�XFFLFOE�EFUBJMFE�

8BSOJOH�/48��$PNQBOJFT�MJLF�4FSDP�
aren’t your real friends*
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to me an alleged litany of breaches by Serco in 
remote centres where public access is close 
to impossible. These allegations included 
physical abuse of refugees, massive over-
crowding, stealing of toys for children if Serco 
guards believe they should be more “equitably 
distributed” and deep mental trauma of largely 
untrained Serco sta" unable to cope with asylum 
TFFLFS�GSVTUSBUJPOT�

Critics say all the federal government does is 
UIJOL�PG�XBZT�UP�öOF�4FSDP�GPS�BMMFHFE�iCSFBDIFTw�
rather than dealing with the structural problems.

8BMLJOHUPO� XPSSJFT� JU� XJMM� CF� OP� EJòFSFOU� JO�
PUIFS� XPSLQMBDFT� JG� UIF� DPNQBOZ� FYQBOET� JUT�
QSFTFODF� JO� "VTUSBMJB�� 4IF� UFMMT� $SJLFZ� UIF� MBDL�
PG� BDDPVOUBCJMJUZ� BOE� MPDLFE�JO� DPOUSBDUT� XJMM�
only increase if details about hospitals and 
other services can’t be accessed through the 
parliament: “The WA government continues 
its declared agenda to reward its business 
supporters through lucrative contracts to deliver 
public services despite clear public opposition 
and early adverse consequences for our 
community.”

In Western Australia, the Labor opposition 
IBT�BMTP� MPOH�CBDLFE�QSJWBUJTBUJPO�UIPVHI�OPX�
DMBJNT�JU�JT�MFTT�TVQQPSUJWF�UIBO�UIF�-JCFSBMT��-JLF�
in NSW, this creates a political atmosphere of 
bi-partisan desire for corporate largesse.

The Barnett government is currently considering 
a massive expansion of privatised services, 
including the parole system. There are real 
concerns that a pro!t-driven company, as has 
happened with similar programs in the US, will 
deliberately exaggerate client problems to gain 
more money.

Deaths in Custody Watch Committee 
TQPLFTNBO� .BSD� /FXIPVTF� UPME� NF� MBTU�
XFFLFOE�JO�1FSUI�UIBU�QSJWBUJTFE�QSJTPOFST�DPVME�
become a valuable commodity for Serco and the 
state would have little ability to discover whether 
DPWFS�VQT� XFSF� UBLJOH� QMBDF� 	BT� IBQQFOT�
routinely in the detention centre system).

But none of these issues apparently bother the 
Serco hierarchy. Chief executive Christopher 
Hyman told London’s Daily Telegraph last 

XFFL� UIBU� PWFSTFBT� NBSLFUT� XJMM� iVOEFSQJOw�
growth in the coming years as David Cameron’s 
government cuts costs.

Around 40percent of Serco’s revenue comes 
from overseas projects, including in Africa, 
Australasia and Asia. According to Hyman, 
“they [international governments] love seeing 
UIF�#SJUT�XIFSFWFS� ZPV�HP��5IFZ� UIJOL�XF�IBWF�
clever ways of doing services.”

*U�XBT�B�QPTJUJPO�TIBSFE�CZ�%BWJE�#SPDLUPO�GSPN�
Espirito Santo. “Serco’s relatively low margin and 
the critical nature of its front-line services should 
ensure it can continue to generate attractive 
earnings growth,” he told the Telegraph.

Britain’s Channel 4 program  Dispatches 
discovered in a new report that the heads of 
DPNQBOJFT� TVDI� BT� 4FSDP� BOE� (�4� BSF�NBLJOH�
B�LJMMJOH�GSPN�UIF�PVUTPVSDJOH�PG�QVCMJD�TFSWJDFT�
seemingly immune from the large swathe of 
government cuts as governments create a 
NBSLFU�GPS�PVUTPVSDFE�TFSWJDFT�

With the Orwellian named Serco Institute 
“advising” the NSW Liberals on ways to manage 
UIF� TUBUF�T� CVEHFUBSZ� JTTVFT̓ CZ� TBDLJOH� NBOZ�
in the public service and privatise services for 
HSFBUFS�iFóDJFODZw� QSP�QSJWBUJTBUJPO� TIBSLT� BSF�
circling O’Farrell’s o$ce.

“Privatisation is unpopular, it’s always 
VOQPQVMBSw�BO�VOOBNFE�BEWJTFS�XIP�IBT�XPSLFE�
on several privatisations told The Australian.

Imperial historian Niall Ferguson wrote recently 
about outsourcing and could have been 
whispering to O’Farrell personally: ”Privatisation: 
a policy that has been a huge success nearly 
everywhere it’s been tried.”

��'JSTU�QVCMJTIFE�JO�$SJDLFZ�DPN�BV


